
Teaching Guides

Target Students: Tertiary Level (freshmen in SCNU)

Corpus Used: COCA; SkELL

Class Duration: One Class Period (45mins)

Lesson objectives: 1. To enhance students’ language

awareness and critical thinking by

guiding them to analyze two current

news reports with the similar theme;

2. To help students classify respectively

the collocates of some of the

content-based words, such as “fund /

funding” and some VREB patterns, with

corpus use;

3. To provide students with authentic

language use opportunities and critical

thinking opportunities.



Teaching procedures
About the lesson:

This is one period of the two weekly audio-visual news lessons. Two pieces of
current news of similar topics are shared in class weekly. Students form stable
learning pairs and are divided into two big groups (Group A and Group B) to analyze
the news reports respectively and share with the whole class after or at the end of the
class. Vocabulary learning and discourse analyses are the two routine parts before the
audio-visual news exercises. This teaching plan is just about the news analysis part,
the audio-visual part is in the other teaching plan.

1. Background introduction:
US president Donald Trump posted a four-page letter on Twitter on May 20,

2020, announcing that US government may cut funds permanently for WHO. In the
following, let’s analyze two relevant news reports from two authoritative media home
and abroad respectively, one from the American Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)
(https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-escalates-fight-world-health-organization-thre
atens-permanently/story?id=70771446 ), and the other from Chinadaily
(https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202005/20/WS5ec46eb9a310a8b241156e09.html).
The focus of the analyses is on the language features and the attitude embedded in the
news reports.

2. Provide the news titles and stimulate students to guess the possible content
of the news reports based on their titles:
1) Trump escalates fight against World Health Organization, threatens to
permanently cut US funds (from ABC)
2) US still trying to shift blame by threatening WHO, China (from Chinadaily)

3. Divide the class into Group A and Group B. Ask them to try to list some
possible expressions to report this event.

4. Provide the students with the readability results of both news reports.
Divide them into smaller groups within Groups A and B according to
the amounts of paragraphs of the two pieces of news. Ask students
to find out expressions that they don’t know or that they consider
important or special or interesting.

Teacher tips: Try to push every student to share opinions with their classmates.
Guide them to focus on words with negative meanings in the titles like “fight,
threatens, blame”.

Teacher tips: Stimulate the students to think about the potential language uses
under these titles. It is a warming up stage for language understanding and use.

Class Work:
Discovery Activity

Big GroupWork:
Discovery Activity

Small Group Work:
Discovery Activity

Teacher tips: The Flesch Reading Ease and the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level of
the readability show that both the ABC and Chinadaily reports may be a bit
difficult even for college students. Encourage the students to use the corpus
searches when they are confused or not sure. This task functions as the
vocabulary scaffolding for the news analyse.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-escalates-fight-world-health-organization-threatens-permanently/story?id=70771446
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-escalates-fight-world-health-organization-threatens-permanently/story?id=70771446
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202005/20/WS5ec46eb9a310a8b241156e09.html


Readability of ABC report and Chinadaily report respectively:

5. Guide the students to focus on expressions that can reflect the theme and content in
both news reports. Focus on the following two types for detailed explorations. Try to
complete Tables A to D.
1) Theme-connected expressions with “funding”;
2) Content-connected expressions like “cede the global stage to”,
“shift blame”, “smear sb. /sth.”, “fault sb./sth.”, etc.

* First of all, show some corpus search examples to the students, guiding them to
learn the collocations or patterns and meaning and use of the expressions in the news
reports. Take “funding” as an example, both news reports are about Trump’s letter to
stop funding WHO. What are the other phrases meaning “stop funding”? What about
going further to know more collocations of “funding”? How about the specific usage
of “funding”? Show some of the COCA research results to the students for reference:

(1) Searching for similar usage of “stop funding”:

Teacher tips: Encourage the students to try to solve the problems by using the corpus
searches. However, because of the time limitation in class, just guide the students to
focus on some of the expressions that can reflect the theme and content in the two
news reports. This task functions as the vocabulary scaffolding for the news analyse.

Small group Work:
explorative Activity

Class Work:
observational Activity

Teacher tips: In case some students may fail to keep to the point, the
teacher provides some of the corpus searching process and search results.



(2) Going further to search for phrases of “verb +fund/funding”:

(3) Going to the concordances to observe the specific usage of phrases of “verb
+fund/funding” , taking “cut off funding” as an example:



* After the demonstrations, encourage the students to do the corpus search and
analyze the search results in pairs.

A. Read through the reports and find out what verb(s) come immediately before the
theme-based word funding.

B. Read through the reports and find out some verb(s)or verb phrase(s) that can help
to illustrate the ideas of the news reports:

C.After identifying some expressions based on the two news reports, try to go further
to find some examples from the corpus, paying attention to form, meaning and use at
the same time.

noun Verb(s) comes before funding
funding stop/cut the funding; ...

verbs word(s) or phrase(s) comes afterwards
cede; shift;
smear, fault

...

cede the stage to China; shift the blame to China;
smear Beijing's efforts to do sth.; fault sb./sth.;
...

use pattern Examples from the corpus
1. VREB + fund / funding ...
2. CEDE + stage to NOUN ...

3. SHIFT + blame(s) ...

4. SMEAR + sth. ...

5. FAULT+ sb./ sth. ...

6. ... ...

Pair Work:
explorative Activity

Teacher tips: Pair work can push every student to participate in the task
and guarantee that the students can have someone to turn to when having
questions and puzzles. The following tables are guidances for students to
read through the news reports while paying attention to the language
features and the meaning and attitude embedded in the reports.



D.Observe some of the corpus search results and share with the whole
class your findings of form, meaning and use of some of the expressions
used in the two news reports.

1) Part of the corpus search results from SkELL and COCA:

Class Work:
Inductive Activity



2) Part of the corpus search in COCA:

3) Part of the corpus search results from COCA:

6. Go back to the two news reports, share answers to Tables A to D, sum up the
language features and attitudes embedded in the two news reports. Then compare the
wordclouds of the two news reports, try to retell the main ideas of the two news
reports by using some of the expressions you have done the corpus search. Meanwhile
try to think about the reason why the title of the ABC reports seems to focus on
Trump and WHO but the reports actually talks quite a lot of about China. Share with
your class your personal comments.

Class Work:
Consolidation Activity &
critical thinking activity



Wordcloud of ABC report:

Wordcloud of Chinadaily report:

7. Oral and writing tasks as after class assignment

1) Try to use language patterns explored in Task 5 to write down your comments, you
may continue the relevant topics about the different attitudes towards WHO and the
control of Covid-19 in the USA and China respectively.
2) Try to revisit COCA and SkELL to find out corpus uses for at least three more
expressions used in either news reports, analyze both their patterns and meanings, and

Teacher tips: Encourage the students to go further to learn and
share more about the current affairs by using the language
patterns in these two news reports.

Individual Work:
Creative Activity



then make up sentences for oral practice.
3) Get access to any written and audio-visual reports about Trump’s claiming to stop
funding WHO. Try to compare the potential differences in language and attitude in
different reports based on the language features. Share your comments on the reports.


